on TF ⊥ for any vector field V tangent to the leaves where θ is a 1-form on M that vanishes on TF ⊥ . Here L V denotes the Lie derivative in direction of V . e foliation F is called homothetic if θ is closed and globally homothetic when θ is exact. Introduced in [V] , these natural classes of foliations occur in the study of harmonic morphisms and conformal submersions [BW, BG, Bry, Sv] .
In this work we are interested in instances when the foliated manifold is Kähler and F has complex leaves. In the special case when dim R F = 2, homothetic foliations relate to additional geometric structures (M, g, J) may carry. ose include Kähler structures of Calabi-type [ACG] as well as ambikähler conformal classes of Riemannian metrics [MMP] . e first question we address is finding sufficient conditions for a conformal F to be homothetic or globally homothetic. e extreme dimensional cases are well understood. When dim R F = 2 the local structure of Kähler structures carrying homothetic foliations by complex curves has been completely described in [CN] ; in particular any such foliation is either holomorphic or totally geodesic and Riemannian. When codim R F = 2 and F is a conformal foliation with complex leaves then F must be holomorphic by well known algebraic reasons. For higher codimensions we prove eorem 1.1. Let F be a holomorphic and conformal foliation, codim R F ≥ 4, on a Kähler manifold Z. en (i) F is homothetic.
(ii) If Z is compact, then F is globally homothetic.
To prove this we first observe that for holomorphic foliations the property of being conformal is equivalently described by an exterior differential system, which easily yields (i), see Proposition 2.14. For the proof of (ii) we combine Hodge theory for the restriction of the Kähler form to the leaves of F with the global ∂∂-Lemma, see eorem 2.17.
In view of this result we have a empted to classify homothetic foliations with complex leaves on Kähler manifolds. It turns out that such structures unify several themes in Kähler geometry as described below.
(i) obtained from the Weinstein construction or satisfies (ii) the pull-back of the class Tw(F) vanishes and Z is the product M × N of two simply connected complete Kähler manifolds with M exact. e Kähler structure on Z is given by the local Weinstein construction. In particular, if Z is simply connected, then it is obtained by the Weinstein construction.
is result is proved in Subsection 5.2, eorem 5.17 (for details on the action of the fundamental group π 1 (Z) on Z the reader is referred to Section 5.12 of the paper). e Weinstein construction above pins down some of the Kähler aspects in the general construction of symplectic bundles with structure group G described in [W] , see also [MS] .
is involves Kähler starting data regarded as fibre and base. e former is endowed with an isometric and Hamiltonian action of the circle whilst the la er is polarised within the Kähler class. e desired Weinstein-type manifold is then an associated bundle, naturally equipped with a Kähler structure coming from the base and the fibre, and with an holomorphic and Hamiltonian circle action, see Subsection 3.2. e conformal setup in eorem 1.2 forces G = S 1 in (i) and G = R in (ii).
Next we investigate up to which extent a TGHH foliation w.r.t. a fixed Kähler (g, J) on a compact manifold Z must be unique. By eorem 1.2 we can essentially assume (Z, g, J) of Weinstein type for some fibre N and polarised base M . We actually show how different couples N, M as above yet produce the same result. e idea is to take N, M obtained by the Weinstein construction. is requires the explicit computation of the isometry Lie algebra of a Weinstein type structure Z which is performed in Subsection 3.5; in fact we also determine the Lie algebra of holomorphic vector fields. Establishing the relation between the Picard groups of the fibre and Z in Subsection 3.4 allows exhibiting an explicit polarisation of the la er from a polarisation on the fibre.
Based on these we iterate the Weinstein construction by taking at each step the resulting Weinstein type manifold as a new base, whilst keeping the fibre arbitrary though polarised. is produces examples of Kähler structures admi ing up to 3 distinct TGHH foliations. In turn, a sign change in J in direction of these foliations gives rise to up to 3 mutually commuting integrable complex structures, orthogonal w.r.t. the Kähler metric, see Subsection 3.6 1.1.1. Classification results. eorem 1.2 is the first step towards the more general classification result below. eorem 1.3. Let (Z, g, J) be Kähler and equipped with a totally geodesic, homothetic foliation F with complex leaves. Around any smooth point in Z/F the conformal submersion Z −→ Z/F factorises as the product of two submersions π 1 • π 2 where (i) π 1 : Z 1 −→ Q where Z 1 is Kähler and π 1 is Riemannian with totally geodesic and complex fibers; (ii) π 2 : Z −→ Z 1 is conformal, holomorphic with totally geodesic fibres which are locally obtained by the Weinstein construction.
In general, Q is not Kähler. Compact examples of foliated Kähler manifolds Z as above are obtained using input from the classification of nearly-Kähler structures [N1] . Moreover deforming (g, J) in direction of F produces non-integrable G 1 structures, see [GH, FI, N2] as well as [St] for definitions and main properties. ese classes of examples have algebraically generic intrinsic torsion. eorem 1.3 is proved in Section 5. e first step consists in constructing an intermediate foliation F 1 which is TGHH and such that Z/F 1 is Kähler and supports a totally geodesic Riemannian foliation with complex leaves (see eorem 2.24). is is achieved by finding the connection that prolongs the differential system involving the intrinsic torsion tensor of the G 1 -structure. It is worth noting this connection is not metric but conformal. e final step consists in using the classification of totally geodesic Riemannian foliation on Kähler manifolds from [N1] and eorem 1.2 in order to recover the original foliation F together with the desired factorisation.
1.2. Swann's twist machinery.
e twist construction assigns to a manifold S with a circle action a new manifold Z in the following way. Consider a principal circle bundle Q −→ S which admits a principal connection with curvature form Ω w.r.t. the S 1 -action on S is Hamiltonian. is set of data allows li ing the circle action from S to Q; in case this is free the twist Z is the quotient of Q by the li ed action (see [Sw] ).
It turns out that the above Weinstein construction of Z from N and M is a specific instance of twisting N × M , see Proposition 3.13.
is allows using the machinery developed by Swann, in particular the algebraic correspondence between invariant metrics or complex structures on S and the same type of object on Z. Via this correspondence it is easy to describe the Kähler structure of Z, the space of its harmonic forms, and its Picard group.
More generally we determine in Subsection 3.1 what type of Hermitian structure on S corresponds to a Kähler structure on Z under the twist correspondence. e twist construction also provides a key idea for proving eorem 1.2, see Remark 5.4. Having the twist class integral identifies the natural candidate for a twist bundle Q. Deforming the initial Kähler metric on Z and applying to it the twist correspondence equips Q with a new Riemannian metric. We show the la er has reduced holonomy and recover the geometry from de Rham's spli ing theorem. ese considerations do not require an S 1 -action on Z.
1.3. Relations to other geometries.
1.3.1. Riemannian properties.
e above construction has two kinds of consequences from the Riemannian viewpoint.
First of all, the homothetic and totally geodesic foliation allows the construction of holomorphic harmonic morphisms with arbitrary dimension of the fibre (Subsection 4.1). As far as we know, these are the first such examples between compact Kähler manifolds.
Examples of a slightly different nature can be constructed when the base Kähler manifold carries a Riemannian foliation with complex, totally geodesic leaves. For an appropriate choice of fibre the Weinstein construction yields examples of conformal submersions with totally geodesic, nonholomorphic fibres, see Proposition 4.5.
Second, as the construction of the Kähler metric on the total space is very explicit, we are able to compute its Ricci tensor and scalar curvature. We can then show that particular choices of the base and the fibre lead to explicit Kähler metrics of positive constant scalar curvature which are not Einstein (Subsection 4.3): eorem 1.4. Let (N 2n , g N , J N ) be compact and Einstein with scalar curvature normalised as ρ N = Λω N whith Λ > 0. en the Kähler manifold (Z, g, J) obtained by the Weinstein construction with fibre N and base M = P 1 with scal M = 4Λ N z N ω n N has constant scalar curvature, scal g = (2n + 4)Λ.
1.3.2. Hermitian properties. One can define a new (integrable) complex structure I on the total space by changing the sign of J in direction of the foliation: I = −J on TF and I = J on TF ⊥ . Moreover, families of new metrics can be defined, which are Hermitian w.r.t to I and can be balanced or Kähler, according to the dimension of the foliation and upon different choices of some parameters. In particular, it is possible to have a Kähler metric conformal to a balanced (also known as semi-Kähler) metric on the same compact manifold, w.r.t. different complex structures, see Subsection 4.4: eorem 1.5. Let (Z, g, J) be a compact Kähler manifold obtained by the Weinstein construction and z : Z −→ (0, ∞) a momentum map associated to the canonical circle action. en the Hermitian structure (z − 2m m+n−1 g, I) is balanced non-Kähler if n ≥ 2 and Kähler if n = 1.
C
2.1. General observations. Assume that the Kähler manifold (Z 2m , g, J), m ≥ 2, is equipped with a foliation F with leaf-tangent distribution D + . roughout this paper F is assumed to be complex, that is
At the purely algebraic level a complex foliation F induces a g-orthogonal spli ing
which certainly satisfies J D − = D − . e Kähler form ω = g(J·, ·) splits accordingly as
Consider the almost Hermitian structure (g, I) on Z where
together with its canonical Hermitian connection
where the intrinsic torsion tensor η := 1 2 (∇ g I)I and ∇ g is the Levi-Civita connection of the metric g.
e connection ∇ c is metric and Hermitian, that is ∇ c g = ∇ c I = 0. Because ∇ g J = 0 and IJ = JI it follows that J) . Here u(TZ, g, J) denotes skew-symmetric (w.r.t. g) endomorphisms of TZ which commute with J; via the metric, u(TZ, g, J) is isomorphic to Λ 1,1 Z, according to the convention F → g(F ·, ·). Property (2.5) has two direct consequences. e first is that ∇ c preserves the spli ing (2.1). Since η U I + Iη U = 0, U ∈ TZ it also follows that
A routine verification which we leave to the reader shows that ∇ c is the orthogonal projection onto (2.1) of the Levi-Civita connection ∇ g . Explicitly
Lemma 2.1. We have
where P ± : TZ → D ± are the orthogonal projection maps onto D ± .
Many geometric features of the foliation F can be read off the algebraic symmetries of the intrinsic torsion tensor η. For instance the integrability of D + makes that the restriction of η to
by taking into account that [η U , J] = 0, U ∈ TZ. e first half of (2.7) yields the following well known Proposition 2.2. Any foliation with complex leaves on a Kähler manifold is minimal.
Yet another preliminary result we will need is the following Lemma 2.3. We have
Proof. e component of dω W ] , X) = 0 since D + is integrable. In other words dω + is fully determined by its component on Λ 2 D − ∧Λ 1 D + which is computed as follows. Expanding the exterior derivative d by means of the Lie bracket we get
and the claim is proved.
2.2. Holomorphic and conformal foliations. In the remainder of this section we work out the algebraic type of η for the two main classes of complex foliations of interest in this paper, as introduced below.
Having F holomorphic ensures, by the complex Frobenius theorem, that D + is locally spanned by holomorphic vector fields. e second class of foliations relevant to this work is introduced by the following
e form θ above is called the Lee form of the conformal foliation; it is required to vanish on D − in order to render it unique. When θ = 0 we recover the more familiar notion of Riemannian foliation. Conformal foliations, not necessarily defined on Kähler manifolds, are conformally invariant
, with Lee form given by θ + df . Closely related to Definition 2.5 is the following well known notion.
for some nowhere vanishing function λ : Z −→ R.
Here D − denotes the orthogonal complement, taken w.r.t. g Z of the vertical distribution D + = ker(dπ) ⊆ TZ of the submersion π. e function λ above is called the dilation function of the conformal submersion. Such objects will be referred to as π : (Z, g Z , λ) −→ (M, g M ) in shorthand notation.
Lemma 2.7. Assume that F is conformal with Lee form θ and let ζ :
for some tensor field Ψ :
JY ) and the first line in (2.9) is proved. e second line therein follows by orthogonality.
us any conformal foliation of real codimension 2 is holomorphic. e same algebraic reason leads to the well-known result that any holomorphic foliation of real codimension 2 on a Kähler manifold is automatically conformal.
Lemma 2.9. Assume that F is conformal. e Nijenhuis tensor of the almost complex structure I is given by
(2.10)
Proof. Since D + is integrable and N J = 0 we have N I | D + × D + = 0. We compute following the definitions
where to obtain the last line we have expanded the Lie bracket by means of the Levi-Civita connection of g. By (2.4) we get further N I (V, X) = −2η V X + 2η X V + 2Jη JX V − 2Jη JV X and the desired final result follows from (2.7) and (2.9). Taking into account that N J = 0 we compute
by using successively (2.9) and the algebraic properties of Ψ. e last part of (2.10) now follows.
As a direct consequence we have the following Proposition 2.10. Assume that F is conformal. e almost complex structure I is integrable if and only if D + is holomorphic and totally geodesic w.r.t the metric g.
Proof. Follows from (2.10) and (ii) in Lemma 2.7, since having D + totally geodesic is equivalent to η D + = 0.
Lemma 2.7 leads to a simple exterior differential characterisation of having a holomorphic foliation F conformal.
Lemma 2.11. Assume that F is conformal with Lee form θ. en:
Note that Φ ∈ λ 3 I := {α ∈ Λ 3 Z : α(IU 1 , IU 2 , U 3 ) = −α(U 1 , U 2 , U 3 )}; when F is totally geodesic this is proportional to the torsion form of the canonical G 1 -structure.
Proposition 2.12. Assume F is holomorphic. e following are equivalent:
with Lee form θ by Lemma 2.7. (ii) ⇒ (i). Since F is holomorphic we have Ψ = 0 in (2.9). e claim follows directly from the la er equation and Lemma 2.3.
Remark 2.13.
(i) Assume that F is holomorphic and conformal with Lee form θ. Since dω = 0 equation (2.12) is further equivalent to
Either of (2.12) or (2.13) will be referred to as the structure equations of the holomorphic distribution D + . (ii) Equation (2.11) is not sufficient to ensure that F is conformal, for it does not fully determine the algebraic type of η.
Proposition 2.14. Let F be holomorphic and conformal, of real codimension at least 4. en F is homothetic.
Proof. Differentiate in dω + = −θ ∧ ω − and use the second equation in (2.12) to obtain
and the assumption on the codimension of the foliation insures injectivity of the exterior multiplication with
differentiating and using again (2.12) yields dθ ∧ ω n + = 0. is entails the vanishing of dθ, since the la er belongs to Λ 2 D − .
Remark 2.15. If F is a homothetic foliation by complex curves, i.e. J D + = D + and dim R D + = 2 much stronger results are available. For, F is then either holomorphic or totally geodesic and Riemannian according to [CN, Proposition 2 .1].
2.3. Global aspects. We investigate the extent up to which homothetic foliations on compact Kähler manifolds must be globally homothetic. While this is based on the ∂∂-lemma for Kähler manifolds some preliminaries are required. We denote with L the exterior multiplication with ω and L ⋆ its adjoint w.r.t. the metric g. Explicitly
where {e i } is some local g-orthonormal basis in TZ. By straightforward algebraic computation it follows that 
by also using (2.12). e identity (2.15) yields L ⋆ (θ ∧ ω − ) = mθ and since L ⋆ ω + = |ω + | 2 = n, dim R D + = 2n the claim is proved. eorem 2.17. Let (Z 2m , g, J) be a compact Kähler manifold. A conformal and holomorphic foliation of real codimension at least 4 is globally homothetic.
Proof. By Proposition 2.14 we know that dθ = 0. Because (g, J) is Kähler it follows that d(Jθ) ∈ Λ 1,1 J Z. By the global ∂∂-lemma we get d(Jθ) = (dJ d)f , for some f ∈ C ∞ (Z). us J(θ − df ) is closed. It is also co-exact since using (2.16) yields
Integration over Z shows that Jθ − J df = 0 and the claim is proved.
Without any assumption on the codimension of the foliation, the same argument yields Corollary 2.18. An homothetic and holomorphic foliation of a compact Kähler manifold (Z 2m , g, J) is globally homothetic.
2.4. Factorisation. Part of the main focus in this work is on the classification of conformal foliations with totally geodesic and complex leaves. us let the Kähler manifold (Z 2m , g, J), m ≥ 2 be equipped with a homothetic foliation F whose leaves are complex and totally geodesic. As above we denote with θ the Lee form of F and let ζ = θ ♯ . To pin down the type of almost Hermitian geometry prompted out by this set-up recall the following Definition 2.19. An almost Hermitian structure (h, I) on the manifold Z has type G 1 provided the Nijenhuis of I is totally skew-symmetric w.r.t. h, that is Φ := h(N I (·, ·), ·) ∈ Λ 3 Z.
Proposition 2.20. e almost Hermitian structure (h := 1 2 g | D + + g | D − , I) has type G 1 . Proof. Since D + is totally geodesic we have η D + = 0 and the claim follows from (2.10).
Remark 2.21. Almost Hermitian structures of type G 1 can be caracterised [FI] as those admi ing a Hermitian connection D with totally skew symmetric torsion. e connection D is unique and explicit. In Gray-Hervella's classification ( [GH] ), the class G 1 corresponds to the class W 1 + W 3 + W 4 , where W 1 is the class of nearly-Kähler manifolds, W 3 is the class of balanced (hence integrable) manifolds, characterised by the vanishing of the Lee form, and W 4 is the class of locally conformally (almost) Kähler manifolds. As in our case the Lee form does not vanish (and I is not integrable if D + is only complex, and not holomorphic), neither the pure type W 3 nor the locally conformally Kähler case can appear. Instead, we can use this construction to produce new examples of Kähler manifolds (Z, g, J) as above based on considerations in nearly-Kähler geometry, see Section 4.2. e first objective in this subsection is to close the differential system on (Ψ, θ)(see (2.9) for the definition of Ψ) in order to obtain structure results pertaining to the foliation F. One way to proceed consists in using a result of Nagy [N2] [ eorem 3.1] which computes the covariant derivative DN I in terms of the exterior derivative of dΦ. is approach has several disadvantages as N I will not be parallel w.r.t. to D; moreover specific properties of Jζ such as being proportional to a holomorphic Killing vector field are not accessible in this way. us we proceed from first principles, using essentially the same technique as in [N2] , but for a different connection. Let ∇ be the linear connection in TZ given by
(2.17)
where by a slight abuse of notation Ψ has been extended to T Z via Ψ D + = 0. Using (2.9) it is easy to check that ∇ D ± ⊆ D ± .
Direct computation shows that ∇ is the unique linear connection satisfying
Indicate with R C the curvature tensor of ∇ C and record the general comparison formula
for U 1 , U 2 ∈ T Z, which follows from (2.4) by direct computation.
Here
. e prolongation of the differential system imposed on (Ψ, θ) by requiring F to be totally geodesic is completed below.
Lemma 2.22. Assume that F is totally geodesic and homothetic, dθ = 0. en:
Proof. (i) follows from (2.9) via 0 = dθ(X 1 , X 2 ) = −θ[X 1 , X 2 ].
(ii) follows from dθ(V, X) = 0 and having D + totally geodesic. (iii) As η D − D ± ⊆ D ∓ and η D + = 0, we get from (2.19) that
, for all X 1 , X 2 , X 3 ∈ D − and V ∈ D + . At the same time, using (ii) and (2.9) yields (∇ c X 1 η) X 2 X 3 = (∇ c X 1 Ψ) X 2 X 3 . us from the algebraic Bianchi identity for R g we get further
is proves the claim by taking into account that ∇ X 1 = ∇ C X 1 . Proposition 2.23. Assume that F is totally geodesic and homothetic, dθ = 0. We have:
Proof. In what follows, X,
A purely algebraic computation based on (2.9) yields
(2.22) e J-anti-invariant piece of (2.21) in the variables (X 1 , X 2 ) reads, a er taking into (2.9) and (2.22) into account
At the same time, taking the J-invariant part in (X 1 , X 2 ) of (2.21) whilst using again (2.9) and (2.22) shows that
As we already know that dθ vanishes on Λ 2 D + this is equivalent to
Because D + is totally geodesic and ∇ C X (Jζ) = 0 by (ii) in Lemma 2.22 we also have L Jζ g(V, X) = 0; moreover L Jζ g(X, Y ) = 0 by (2.9), showing that L Jζ g = θ ⊗ Jθ + Jθ ⊗ θ, as claimed in (i).
To prove (ii) combine the algebraic Bianchi identity
and (2.20) to get
it follows by a short computation based on (2.9) and (2.22) that
Using successively the definition of ∇ in (2.17), that ∇ c V 1 = ∇ g V 1 and (ii) in Lemma 2.22, an algebraic computation shows that the last displayed equation is equivalent with ( ∇ V 1 Ψ) X Y = 0. at ∇ V 1 Ψ = 0 follows from having Ψ X skew-symmetric w.r.t. g and ∇g = θ ⊗ g.
With this information in hands we can describe how F induces a holomorphic and homothetic foliation with totally geodesic leaves. We shall call such a foliation TGHH. Consider the distributions
Both are parallel w.r.t. ∇, in particular they must have constant rank over Z.
eorem 2.24. Let (Z, g, J) be Kähler and equipped with a totally geodesic, homothetic foliation F with complex leaves. en (i) e g-orthogonal spli ing TZ = D 1 ⊕ D 2 defines a TGHH foliation F 1 with leaves tangent to D 1 and Lee form θ. (ii) Any integral manifold of F 1 carries a totally geodesic and holomorphic foliation with leaves tangent to D 1 + ; this is homothetic with Lee form given by the restriction of θ. (iii) Around any of its smooth points, the quotient Z/F 1 is Kähler and carries a totally geodesic Riemannian foliation with complex leaves.
Proof. (i) From the definitions we have
As ζ ∈ D 1 , Lemma 2.7 (i) shows that D 1 is holomorphic and homothetic, with Lee form θ. (ii) follows by arguments entirely similar to those above by taking into account that D 1 
Record that g(D 1 , D 2 + ) = 0, ω(D 1 , D 2 + ) = 0 and that θ respectively Jθ vanish on D 2 + . From the expression for ∇ in (2.17) and (2.26) it follows that
Similarly, using that D 1 is ∇-parallel and Ψ D 2
Taking into account that a quick verification based on
Koszul's formula establishes shows that
In other words the la er distribution is totally geodesic and the claim is proved.
Geometrically this is a local factorisation result for conformal submersions, see section 4.2 for details and examples. Combined with the local classification eorem for TGHH foliations in Section 5 this result fully gives the local structure of Kähler metrics admi ing totally geodesic, homothetic foliations. It also allows constructing large classes of compact examples, see Section 3.6. Before moving on, we set up some notation.
Let (N, g N , J N ) be a Kähler manifold with fundamental form ω N . Denote aut(N, g N , J N ) = {X ∈ TN : L X g N = 0, L X J N = 0} the Lie algebra of holomorphic and Killing vector fields on N .
is called a momentum map; it is unique up to addition of a real constant. Let aut 0 (N, g N , J N ) be the Lie algebra of holomorphic Hamiltonian vector fields. If N is compact aut 0 (N, g N , J N ) coincides with the ideal of Killing vector fields with zeros, and each momentum map z X becomes unique a er normalisation with N z X = 0. e following immediate consequence of Proposition 2.23 is the starting point for obtaining the classification results in Section 5. e notation used below is the same as in eorem 2.24 and its proof.
Proposition 2.25. Let F be a totally geodesic, homothetic foliation on (Z, g, J) with complex leaves and Lee form θ.
(i) For any locally defined function f with θ = df , the vector field
is holomorphic and Killing, with (local) momentum map z = e f > 0 (ii) If Z is compact, then there exists a map z : Z −→ (0, ∞) with θ = dln z. In particular, K ∈ aut 0 (Z, g, J) is globally defined.
Proof. (i) at L K g = 0 follows from (i) in Proposition 2.23. Since L K ω = 0 we also have L K J = 0.
(ii) Because Z is compact and the foliation induced by D 1 is holomorphic and conformal with Lee form θ the la er is exact by Corollary 2.18, thus one can choose a globally defined primitive f for θ.
is is the starting point for obtaining the classification results in Section 5.
T K¨
3.1. Li ing circle actions and Hamiltonian forms.
e space of closed 2-forms which are Hamiltonian w.r.t. the vector field X is denoted by
A map z Ω with X Ω = dz Ω is called a momentum map of X w.r.t. the closed form Ω; it is only defined up to addition of constants.
From now on assume that S has a circle action (R S λ ) λ∈S 1 with infinitesimal generator K S . Indicate with Λ ⋆ S 1 S the space of forms which are invariant under the circle action. Cartan's formula makes that Ham 2 (S, K S ) ⊂ Λ 2 S 1 S. Hamiltonian actions can be li ed [Sw] (see Proposition 2.3) to the total space of circle bundles. e proof given therein is purely topological; below we quickly outline a proof when the total space of the circle bundle is compact, mostly to explain the infinitesimal li of vector fields (see also [Mu] for related information)
Choose a principal circle bundle Q π Q − − → S equipped a principal connection form Θ in Q with curvature form Ω, that is − dΘ = π ⋆ Q Ω. Assume that Ω ∈ Ham(S, K S ) and choose a momentum map z Ω . e infinitesimal li of K S to Q is defined by
where T Q is tangent to the principal circle action on Q and K H S denotes the li of K S to H := ker(Θ).
Proposition 3.2. When S is compact there exists a choice of momentum map such that the flow of
Proof. Consider the infinitesimal li K S with respect to some momentum map z Ω . Using Cartan's formula leads to L K S Θ = 0. Since we also have [T Q , K S ] = 0 and (dπ)
λ 0 , is 2π-periodic and clearly satisfies (i)-(iii); moreover, this is the flow of K S + t 0 T Q which is the Hamiltonian li corresponding to the momentum map z Ω + t 0 .
Remark 3.3. Li ed actions as above are not unique. It is easy to see that any other action satisfying
Z. e next observation shows that on compact Kähler manifolds a Hamiltonian action is automatically Ω-Hamiltonian whenever Ω is harmonic; such actions can therefore be li ed according to Proposition 3.2. Whenever (S, g) is a compact Riemannian manifold we indicate with H p (S, g) the space of harmonic p-forms.
and Ω is co-closed. erefore σ = 0 and the claim is proved.
Li ed circle actions feature prominently in the following construction:
Remark 3.6. S and Z, in case the la er is smooth, are dual to each other in the following sense. e 2-form Ω induces a closed 2-form Ω Z on Z w.r.t. which the S 1 -action induced by the principal action on Q is Hamiltonian. e twist of Z by this action is precisely S, see [Sw, Section 3.2] .
Consider a smooth twist Z obtained from S as in Definition 3.5. e space of S 1 -invariant forms on S respectively Z are denoted by Λ ⋆ S 1 S respectively Λ ⋆ S 1 Z. We choose the momentum map z Ω nowhere vanishing (which can be arranged for whenever S is compact).
Lemma 3.7.
(i) e differential operator d Ω : Λ ⋆ S −→ Λ ⋆ S which acts according to
Proof. One proves (i) by direct computation, (ii) follows from [Sw, Lemma 3.4 ], while (iii) from [Sw, Corollary 3.6] .
ese considerations lead to the following correspondence between symplectic forms on which the circle acts in a Hamiltonian way:
By direct computation one derives that d Ω •τ Ω = 0 which, combined with (iii) in Lemma 3.7, proves (i). Claim (ii) follows since ι Ω is an exterior algebra isomorphism. If J S is integrable, by [Sw, Proposition 3 .8] J Z is integrable as well. is and Proposition 3.8 lead to the computation of the invariant Kähler cone K S 1 (Z, J Z ) of (Z, J Z ). Define the twisted Kähler cone of (S, J S ) as
> 0} e twisted Kähler cone measures up to which extent twist duality does not preserve Kähler type, as showed below.
Proposition 3.10. Let J S be a S 1 -invariant complex structure on S and consider the induced
S ω S can be made positive according to the sign of the nowhere vanishing function z S . is shows that in this case K S 1 Ω (S, J S ) = ∅. Proposition 3.12. If Ω is non-degenerate the twisted Kähler cone does not contain Kähler forms.
3.2.
e Weinstein construction for Kähler manifolds.
, in other words M is a Hodge manifold polarised by L. In the sequel (M, L) will denote a polarised Kähler manifold. Chern-Weil theory allows choosing a linear connection D in L such that [Mo, Section 5] for details on the correspondence between D and Θ).
For a Kähler manifold (N 2n , g N , J N ), n ≥ 1, denote with Aut(N, g N , J N ) the group of holomorphic isometries and with Aut 0 (N, g N , J N ) its connected component. e Lie algebra of Hamiltonian Killing vector fields is
When N is compact this coincides with the Lie algebra of Killing fields with zeroes. A momentum map for X ∈ aut 0 (N, g N , J N ) is a smooth map z X : N −→ R with X ω N . When N is compact it can rendered unique by requiring N z X = 0. e closed connected subgroup of Aut 0 (N, g N , J N ) with Lie algebra aut 0 (N, g N , J N ) will be denoted by Aut 0 (N, g N , J N ). Now assume that (N 2n , g N , J N ), n ≥ 1, is equipped with a circle action (on the right) S 1 ∋ λ → R N λ ∈ Aut 0 (N, g N , J N ); we denote by K N its infinitesimal generator and by z N a momentum map, with the convention K N ω N = dz N . Furthermore we assume that z N > 0 on N . When N is compact this can be done w.l.o.g., as the momentum map is uniquely determined only up to addition of constants.
With respect to the free S 1 -action on P × N given by
In order to perform explicit calculations on Z it is very convenient to observe it is a particular case of the twist construction from Definition 3.5. Proof. By construction, the curvature form Ω in (3.6) is ω M . Hence, the circle action in (3.7) is Hamiltonian w.r.t. Ω since it is generated by K S = −K N and K S Ω = 0. e li of (3.7) to P × N granted by Proposition 3.2 is therefore (u, n)λ = (R P λ (u), R N λ −1 n) with momentum map z Ω = 1. It follows that the twist of the action (3.7) is precisely the associated fibre bundle P × S 1 N . e manifold Z comes equipped with a natural circle action induced by
Its infinitesimal generator will be denoted by K. We have a fibre bundle
At the same time P × N becomes a S 1 -principal bundle over Z, with canonical projection denoted by p : P × N −→ Z. ese fibrations enter the following commutative diagram giving rise to the direct sum decomposition
pushing-forward invariant forms from N to Z which, moreover, are vertical in the sense of the following
Denote by X − the horizontal li to D − of the vector field X on M . If V is an S 1 -invariant vector field on N we denote by V + ∈ D + its projection onto Z. e la er is invariant under the circle action in (3.8) and satisfies [V + , X − ] = 0. e symplectic form: Let ω := ι 2 ω M (z N ω M + ω N ), see Lemma 3.7 (ii). e spli ing according to
Remark 3.15. In symplectic geometry this recipe to construct symplectic forms is well known and due to Weinstein [W] (see also [MS] ); it works in the more general set-up when N is equipped with an Hamiltonian action of some Lie group G and G ֒→ P −→ M is a principal bundle with a fat connection.
e Riemannian metric: Define
where g + is a Riemannian metric on D + given by Proof. (i) is Proposition 3.10 applied to the data described in Remark 3.13.
(ii) at π (hence D + = ker(dπ)) is holomorphic follows from the construction of J and the fact that D + is J-invariant. e next result shows that the naturally defined distribution D + is in fact a foliation with special properties:
Proposition 3.17. With respect to g, the distribution D + is (i) homothetic with Lee form θ = dln z, and (ii) totally geodesic.
Proof. (i) By the very definition (3.13) we see that π : Z −→ M is a conformal submersion. e claim follows since the dilation factor is constant on the base.
(ii) Let I be the almost complex structure defined in (2.3). en I ∼ H J M − J N , and hence I is integrable. e claim then follows from Proposition 2.10.
Definition 3.18. e Kähler manifold (Z, J, g, ω) is said to be obtained by the Weinstein construction. We shall also denote the underlying manifold Z = Z(N, M, L) to refer to the fibre, the base and the polarisation thereof.
Example 3.19. Take N = P n endowed with the Fubini-Study metric, and with the circle action [z 0 : . . . : z n ]λ = [z 0 λ : . . . : z n ]. en Z = P(L ⊕ 1 C n ). We thus recover the Calabi construction as used for example in [ACG] .
Remark 3.20. Note that when using the Calabi construction in [ACG] , the S 1 -action on Z and hence that of the circle on N are supposed rigid, i.e. dx N ∧ dz N = 0, where x N = g N (K N , K N ).
is is also the case in Example 3.19. Instead, in general, our construction does not need rigidity of the action.
In fact, every rigid action gives rise to a non-rigid action in the following way. Assume that (N, g N , J N ) admits a rigid action. Pick f : N −→ R invariant under the circle such that ω f = ω N + dJ df > 0.
en (ω f , J N ) is a Kähler structure, w.r.t. which the action of the circle is Hamiltonian with momentum map z
H is not constant and such that ω f remains positive.
3.3.
e local Weinstein construction. e local version of the above is obtained in a local trivialisation chart of the fibre bundle Z −→ M . We present a slightly more general situation which will occur naturally in the final part of our discussion.
Let (M, J M , g M ) be a simply connected Kähler manifold, with exact fundamental form ω M = dα M . e 1-form α M is unique only up to transformations α M → α M + df . Let (N, J N , g N ) be a Kähler manifold admi ing a non-trivial vector field K N ∈ aut 0 (N, J N , g N ). Furthermore we assume there is a positive momentum map z N for K N . On the product M × N consider:
A direct computation shows that these define a Kähler structure on M × N with Riemannian metric g M ×N w.r.t. which the canonical distributions are:
(3.15) en D + defines a TGHH foliation with Lee form θ := dln z N .
3.4.
e Picard group of Z. Later on in the paper (see Section 3.6) we will need to explicitly describe how holomorphic line bundles over N can be pushed forward to Z. To that extent we need some preliminary material.
. is well-defined and induces an injective linear map ι 2 : H 2 dR (N ) −→ H 2 dR (Z). Proof. Since K ∈ aut 0 (N, g N , J N ), Proposition 3.4 (i) ensures that H 2 (N, g N ) ⊆ Ham 2 (M × N, K N ). erefore the map (3.16) is well-defined by Proposition 3.8 (i). e induced map ι 2 between cohomology groups is injective since by construction p ⋆ u ι 2 (c) = c whenever c ∈ H 2 (N ) and u ∈ P . Here p u := p(u, ·) : N −→ Z, u ∈ P is the fibre inclusion map. e counterpart of (3.16) at the level of Picard groups is explicitly described in the following Proposition 3.22. Assuming that N and M are compact we have a natural injective morphism
Proof. Let l ∈ P ic(N, J N ) be represented by a principal circle bundle Q π Q − − → N ; consider the harmonic representative Ω Q ∈ Λ 1,1 J N N in the class c 1 (Q). Choose a principal connection form Θ Q in Q with − dΘ Q = π ⋆ Ω Q . Proposition 3.4 (i) shows that the circle action on N is Ω Q -Hamiltonian. Li the action on N to an action R λ on Q, according to Proposition 3.2. With respect to the free circle action on P × Q given by
be the canonical projection we briefly describe the principal bundle structure in Q + . e projection π Q + : Q + −→ Z respectively the circle action R Q + : Q + × S 1 −→ Q + are uniquely determined by requiring the diagrams (3.18)
Let z Ω Q be the momentum map dz Ω Q = K N Ω Q and let K N be the infinitesimal li of K N to Q constructed in (3.1). e infinitesimal generator of (3.17) is
As the la er form is invariant under the principal circle action on Q the commutativity of (3.19) entails that Θ Q + is a principal connection form in Q + .
From
, thus c 1 (Q + ) = ι 2 (c 1 (Q)), by (3.16).
If Θ ′ Q is another principal connection form with − dΘ ′ Q = π ⋆ Ω Q the li ed circle action on Q becomes S 1 ∋ λ → F • R λ • F −1 where F : Q −→ Q is a gauge transformation. e map 1 P × F conjugates the circle actions on P × Q thus the isomorphism class of Q + remains unchanged.
By standard arguments one now proves
is shows that if Q 1 and Q 2 represent the same class in P ic(N, J N ), then (Q 1 ) + is isomorphic to (Q 2 ) + and represents a class l + ∈ P ic(Z, J) and the association l → l + is a group morphism.
Injectivity amounts to showing that if Q + is trivial then so is Q. is in turn follows easily from (3.18).
3.5.
e automorphism Lie algebras. In this subsection, unless otherwise indicated, M and N will be compact. We give here the description of the Lie algebra aut(Z, J) = {X ∈ TZ : L X J = 0} of holomorphic vector fields on (Z, J). e ideal of holomorphic vector fields with zeros will be denoted aut 0 (Z, J). Any X ∈ aut 0 (Z, J) admits an holomorphy potential f X : Z −→ C determined from X 01 ω = ∂f X . Here X 01 = 1 2 (X + iJX) in T 01 Z. As in the real setup, holomorphy potentials can be normalised by Z f X = 0.
Consider the complex vector bundle E := P × S 1 aut(N, J N ) −→ M where the circle acts on P × aut(N, J N ) according to
. e Lie algebra structure in aut(N, J N ) induces a Lie algebra structure
We denote by D E the connection induced by D in E and by ∂ E the associated Dolbeault operator. (ii) Φ is a Lie algebra morphism.
Proof. e map Φ is constructed as follows
. erefore the vector field X b on P × N given by (u, n) → (V b (u)) n is invariant w.r.t. the circle action 3.5 and thus projects onto a vector field Φ
] n on P × N and the claim follows by projection onto Z.
In order to extend Φ to the space E ⊕ aut 0 (M, J M ) record the following:
Lemma 3.24.
(i) e map Φ : aut 0 (M, J M ) −→ aut(Z, J), Φ(X) := X − + (f X • π)K 01 is a well defined Lie algebra monomorphism.
. is can be easily verified using the first formula in (2.9) and the fact that
f j X j as in the proof of (ii) in Proposition 3.23 we find
by using (3.21) and the fact that f X • π P , and f j are functions on P . e claimed commutation relation follows now easily. At the same time it shows that ρ(X) preserves E (this can be also checked directly from the definition of ρ). e Jacobi identity in h Z ensures that ρ is a representation of Lie algebras.
is a Lie algebra isomorphism.
Proof. By Lemma 3.24, it is enough to see that Φ is surjective.
by the first formula in (2.9) and ω − = zπ ⋆ ω M , K = −zJζ. erefore
Claim 3.26. e vector field X 0 is projectable, i.e. X 0 = X − for some vector field X on M .
Indeed, let f : M → C be a local holomorphic function, defined on some open set U ⊂ M . Consider the function
Here p : P × N −→ M is considered as p(u, n) = p(u), by a slight abuse of notation. We have:
is proves that F is holomorphic in the second argument, hence F only depends on p −1 (U ), as N is compact. erefore, Y 0 does not depend on N and the claim is proved. en (3.22) guarantees that X ∈ aut(M, J M ). To deal with (3.24) we consider the horizontal li V to the circle fibration P × N −→ Z in diagram (3.9). It determines a family V u , u ∈ P , of vector
at is H 0 = Φ(b) + X − + (f X • π)K 01 = Φ(b + X) and the proof is complete.
An explicit way of determining E is outlined below. e circle action on N induces a circle action on h N via S 1 ∋ λ → (R N λ ) ⋆ . Let k p ∈ Z, 0 ≤ p ≤ d, be the weights of the representation (S 1 , aut(N, J N )), chosen according to the convention k 0 = 0, k p = k j for 0 ≤ p = j ≤ d. We have a spli ing (3.25) aut(N, 
ker ∂ kp = 0 for k p ≥ 0 by Kodaira's vanishing theorem, and the claim follows.
Remark 3.28.
(i) When N = S 2 so that Z = P(L ⊕ 1) the result above has been proved in [ACGT] , see also [Ma] for the case when M is a Riemann surface. (ii) Proposition 3.27 still works when no assumption is made on the curvature form R D of the Hermitian connection D in L, i.e we do not assume R D = √ −1 ω M ⊗ 1 L . Going through the proof above we see that the only adjustment needed is to replace aut 0 (M,
Moreover it suffices to assume that M only carries a complex structure and a volume form. e holomorphy potentials for elements in aut 0 (Z, J) are determined as follows.
be the corresponding vector field. Let f j be the li of s j to P and recall that they satisfy f j (R P λ (u)) = λ −kp f j (u). If X j has a potential, i.e. X j ∈ h 0 N , let F X j be its holomorphy potential. Since X j belongs to h p , (R N λ ) ⋆ X j = λ kp X j . en f j F X j is S 1 -invariant on P × N with respect to the action (3.5), and hence it projects on a function
where the lower index S 1 denotes invariant vector fields w.r.t. the circle action. It turns out that eorem 3.29. If Z is compact the restriction
Proof.
Step 1: K acts trivially on iso(Z, g). Let X ∈ aut 0 (Z, g, J). Since π ⋆ ω M ∈ Λ 1,1 Z is closed part (ii) in Proposition 3.4 makes that X π ⋆ ω M = da + J db for some functions a, b : Z −→ R. In particular da + J db vanishes on D + ; li ed to P × N the function a + ib is holomorphic in direction of N thus it must be constant in those directions. It follows that a + ib = (f + ih) • π for some function f + ih :
in particular L K (X π ⋆ ω M ) = 0 and further [K, X] π ⋆ ω M = 0 by taking into account that
In other words the momentum map ω([K, X], K) for [K, [K, X] ] vanishes identically. erefore ad 2 K X = [K, [K, X]] = 0 in the Lie algebra iso(Z, g); the la er is reductive since it is the Lie algebra of a compact Lie group hence [K, X] = 0. If X ∈ iso(Z, g) the Lie bracket [K, X] ∈ aut 0 (Z, g, J) must therefore commute with K thus [K, X] = 0 by the same argument as above.
Step 2: Φ is surjective. Let X ∈ aut(Z, g, J). Since [K, X] = 0 and X is holomorphic eorem 3.25 yields N ) . From the definition of α X this entails ω N (V, K N ) − x N f 2 = 0. Differentiating in direction of M we get further x N df 2 = 0 thus f 2 = 0 by taking into account that K N is not identically zero and M f 2 = 0. We have showed that Y ∈ aut 0 (M, g M , J M ); as
is completes the proof.
3.6. Non-uniqueness of the foliation D + . Let (Z, g, J) be Kähler and equipped with a holomorphic, globally homothetic foliation F with Lee form θ. When F is regular, that is when the leaf space M := Z/F is a smooth manifold we obtain a smooth submersion π : Z −→ M . e holomorphy of F entails that M comes equipped with a complex structure J M such that
is holomorphic. Choosing z : Z −→ (0, ∞) with θ = dln z makes that D + = ker(dπ) defines a Riemannian foliations w.r.t. z −1 g, in particular M carries a Riemannian metric g M such that
In the setup we investigate the extent up to which homothetic foliations compatible with the Kähler structure (g, J) must be unique. Whenever E ⊆ T M is a distribution we indicate with π ⋆ E ⊆ D − its horizontal li . Proof. From the assumptions made the spli ing (3.29) is g-orthogonal and J-invariant. Since π : (Z, g) −→ (M, g M ) is a conformal submersion with dilation factor z, we have (e.g. [BW, Proposition 2.1.15 (ii) 
Here X − denotes the horizontal li to D − of the vector field X ∈ TM . A quick verification using Koszul's formula, (3.30) and dz(D − ) = 0 shows that
. ese considerations prove the claim by taking into account that θ(π ⋆ D M + ) = 0 and (π ⋆ θ M )(D + ) = 0.
30) it is easy to see this happens if and only
Consequently, the la er distribution is totally geodesic if and only if
e first requirement is equivalent to η D + π ⋆ D M + = 0 whilst the second amounts to D M + totally geodesic in TM by (3.31).
Remark 3.31. When D M + is holomorphic, a somewhat shorter proof of (i) in eorem 3.29 is available. e Kähler form of (g, J) splits orthogonally as according to (3.29) . We compute
by using the structure equations for D + respectively D M + together with θ = dln z and ω − = zπ ⋆ ω M + + zπ ⋆ ω M − . As dln z + π ⋆ θ M vanishes on π ⋆ D M − the claim follows from Proposition 2.12.
is non-uniqueness result has a nice geometric interpretation in case the foliation on the base space is totally geodesic. Indeed we have the following two main classes of examples illustrating the multi-fibered structure Z may have. Proof. (i) We apply eorem 3.30 to the product foliation, D M + = TM 1 , D M − = TM 2 , for which, in particular, θ M = 0. It only remains to determine the fibrations π i . Choose Hermitian metrics h i in L i , i = 1, 2; with respect to the canonical product metric the sphere bundle P of L is identified to (P 1 × P 2 )/S 1 where P i = S(L i , h i ) and S 1 acts on P 1 × P 2 according to ((p 1 , p 2 
is Kähler and equipped with a Hamiltonian S 1 action. e above identification for P makes it straightforward to check that one can naturally identify Z ≃ (P 1 × P 2 × N )/T 2 w.r.t. the free T 2 = S 1 × S 1 action on P 1 × P 2 × N given by
Here the circle acts on P k × S 1 N, k = 1, 2, according to 3.8. In other words, for i = 1, 2, the foliations D + ⊕π ⋆ TM i constructed in eorem 3.30 correspond to the fibrations (3.32)
M 1 π 1 ❄ e projection maps π i : Z −→ M i , i = 1, 2 are induced by the bundle projection maps π P i :
(ii) follows by using Proposition 2.10 for the 3 foliations constructed above. Note that "distinct" here means I j = ±I k for all 1 ≤ j = k ≤ 3.
Remark 3.33. It is an open problem to determine the number of complex structures orthogonal w.r.t. a given Riemannian metric, see [Sa] . Explicit examples were constructed on Lie groups, where this number is large, see [J] .
In the second class of examples below the geometric origin of the polarisation on the base M is of a different nature.
Proposition 3.34. Let M 1 be obtained by the Weinstein construction M 1 = Z(N 0 , M 0 , L 0 ) with (N 0 , l 0 ) polarised. Let (N 1 , g N 1 , J N 1 ) be a Kähler manifold with a Hamiltonian circle action and build Z 1 = Z(N 1 , M 1 , L 1 ) where L 1 = (l 0 ) + is the polarisation of M 1 constructed in Proposition 3.22. en:
(i) Z 1 is obtained from the Weinstein construction for the fibre Z(N 1 , N 0 , l 0 ) and polarised base (M 0 , L 0 ), i.e. Z 1 = Z(Z(N 1 , N 0 , l 0 ), M 0 , L 0 ). (ii) e Kähler structure (g, J) on Z 1 obtained by the Weinstein construction carries 2 distinct TGHH-foliations given by D + , D + ⊕π ⋆ D M 1 1 with Lee forms θ, respectively θ + π ⋆ θ M 1 . Proof. (i) Let P 0 −→ M 0 respectively Q 0 −→ N 0 be the sphere bundles in L 0 respectively l 0 . From the construction of the polarising bundle in Proposition 3.22 applied for M 1 it follows that we can identify
Here ( R λ ) λ∈S 1 denotes, according to Proposition 3.2, the li of the Hamiltonian action of S 1 on N 0 to Q 0 . e explicit form of the action (3.33) makes it easy to check that we can further identify Z 1 = P 0 × S 1 Z(N 1 , N 0 , l 0 ) where the circle action on Z(N 1 , N 0 , l 0 ) = Q 0 × S 1 N 1 is induced from ((q 0 , n 1 ), λ) → ( R λ q 0 , n 1 ). Note that the la er action is exactly the li of the S 1 -action on N 0 to Z(N 1 , N 0 , l 0 ). (ii) To see that the foliation D + ⊕π ⋆ D M 1 + has the required property, apply eorem 3.30 to the canonical foliation D + on M 1 . It corresponds to the vertical fibration in (3.34)
Remark 3.35. (i) Proposition 3.34 also explains what happens when the Weinstein construction is iterated. Above we have performed only a stage-2 iteration, as shown in the following diagram:
However the procedure can be continued to construct towers of fibrations, prolongating the middle column above by iterating n-times.
(ii) A special instance of iteration in the Weinstein construction occurs in the case of Bo manifolds, see [BCT] .
Yet another construction of different homothetic and holomorphic foliations compatible with the same metric relies on projecting such an object, under suitable compatibility conditions, from the fibre N to Z. If TN = D 1 ⊕ D 2 with D i , i = 1, 2, invariant for the S 1 -action, then D i is contained in the horizontal space H of the circle fibration p : P × N −→ Z, hence they project on Z into 
Proof. at D 1 + defines a holomorphic foliation w.r.t. J as well as part (ii) is proved by arguments similar to those used in eorem 3.30. To show that D 1 + is homothetic we split the Kähler forms of (g N , J N ) respectively (g, J) according to ω N = ω 1 + ω 2 respectively ω = ι ω M (ω 1 ) + (ι ω M (ω 2 ) + ω − ).
Using (iii) in Proposition 3.7 and the structure equation dω 1 = −θ N ∧ ω 2 we compute
e assumption in (b) guarantees that z −1 N K N ω 1 = θ N and the claim is proved. is leaves quite some freedom in constructing new examples. Indeed, take N = Z(N 0 , M 0 , l 0 ) equipped with its canonical totally geodesic foliation, the canonical S 1 -action as defined in (3.8) certainly satisfies (a) and (b) above 1 . However one can determine all circle actions on N satisfying these assumptions and obtain many more examples. is is suggested by Example 3.34 where the circle action on N is li ed from M 0 .
Directly from eorem 3.29 we derive:
Proposition 3.37. Assume that N = Z(N 0 , M 0 , l 0 ) is equipped with its canonical foliation D 1 . en any circle action S 1 ⊆ Iso(N, g N ) satisfying (a) and (b) in eorem 3.36 has tangent vector field of the form
is Hamiltonian vector field with momentum map z Y , and t ∈ R.
A R H
We describe several implications of the special foliated structure of a Káhler manifold obtained by the Weinstein construction in Riemannian and Hermitian geometries. 4.1. Holomorphic harmonic morphisms. Recall that a harmonic morphism is a smooth map f : (M 1 , g 1 ) → (M 2 , g 2 ) between Riemannian manifolds, such that ϕ • f is a (local) harmonic map on (M 1 , g 1 ) for all (local) harmonic maps ϕ on (M 2 , g 2 ). It was independently proven by Fuglede and Ishihara that this is equivalent with f being a harmonic map which is horizontally weakly conformal (we refer to [BW] for details about harmonic morphisms). Harmonic morphisms thus produce conformal foliations off the critical point set. Conversely, one can look for conditions under which given foliations produce harmonic morphisms. It was proven in [BG, Corollary 2.6 ] that a minimal, conformal foliation locally produces harmonic morphisms. us Remark 4.2.
(i) Both Z and M can be choosed compact and the dimension of the fibers respectively the codimension are arbitrary. As far as we know, up to now no examples of holomorphic harmonic morphisms from compact Kähler manifolds, with arbitrary fibre dimension and codimension , were known. (ii) It was already observed in [CN] that the Calabi construction on line bundles yields holomorphic harmonic morphisms with fibres of complex dimension 1. In addition we consider a Kähler manifold N := Z(N 0 , M 0 , l 0 ) obtained by the Weinstein construction. is carries its canonical homothetic foliation
with Lee form θ N = dln z N . e Hamiltonian circle action S 1 ⊆ Aut 0 (N, g N , J N ) induced by the action on N 0 (see (3.8)) satisfies the compatibility condition in eorem 3.36, (b). With respect to this circle action we form the Kähler manifold (4.1) Z := P × S 1 N.
e canonical foliation on Z comes from the spli ing TZ = D + ⊕ D − . Using eorem 3.36, we push forward the canonical foliation of N to Z and decompose D + = D 1 + ⊕ D 2 − . Moreover, by eorem 3.30, we pull-back the foliation D M + from M to Z and obtain D − = D 2 + ⊕ D 2 − . eorem 4.3. On the Kähler manifold (Z, g, J) described in (4.1), consider the spli ing
. en (i) e distribution D 1 + ⊕ D 2 + induces a complex, totally geodesic, homothetic foliation which is not holomorphic.
(ii) e canonical deformation (h, I) is a non-integrable almost Hermitian structure of type G 1 , see Proposition 2.20. (iii) All Kähler manifolds supporting a totally geodesic homothetic foliation with complex leaves are obtained locally by the above construction.
Proof. (i) e foliated structure of Z is implied by combining eorems 3.30 and 3.36. If the foliation were holomorphic, part (ii) in eorems 3.30 leads to D M + holomorphic in TM . Since D M + is already totally geodesic and Riemannian, it will be ∇ g -parallel, contradicting our assumption. (ii) follows from (i) and Proposition 2.20, while (iii) has been established during the proof of eorem 2.24.
Remark 4.4. (i) In particular, when all manifolds involved in the above construction are compact, then Z is compact too, therefore we obtain examples of totally geodesic, conformal and nonholomorphic submersions from compact Kähler manifolds.
(ii) Complete Kähler manifolds (M, g, J) supporting a totally geodesic, Riemannian foliation with complex leaves have been classified in [N1] : up to a finite cover and Riemannian products, they are twistor spaces of quaternion Kähler manifolds of positive scalar curvature or certain classes of compact homogeneous Kähler manifolds. In the la er case, the fibrations producing the desired Riemannian foliations have been fully described in [GM] .
Based on these we illustrate how factorisation works for the foliation constructed in eorem 4.3, (i). Let g F S and g qK be the canonical metrics of the complex, respectively quaternionic projective spaces, normalised such that the Hopf fibration P 2n+1 π h −−→ HP n is a Riemannian submersion.
Proposition 4.5. In eorem 4.3, assume (M, g M ) = (P 2n+1 , g F S ) is polarised by the canonical class. en: (i) e foliation D 1 + ⊕ D 2 + is tangent to the fibres of a conformal submersion Z π 0 − → M 0 × HP n . e base is equipped with product metric g M 0 +g qK and the fibres of π 0 are Z(N 0 , P 1 , O(−1)); (ii) π 0 factorises according to the commutative diagram
where the submersion π 1 is holomorphic, totally geodesic and conformal, whilst the submersion 1 M 0 × π h is totally geodesic and Riemannian, with complex fibers.
Proof. By (3.32) we already have a holomorphic and conformal submersion
where the base is equipped with the product metric and complex structure. Let π 0 be the composition (1 M 0 × π h ) • π 1 . It is conformal since π 1 is conformal and π h is Riemannian. e distribution D 1 + ⊕ D 2 + is by construction tangent to the direct sum ker dπ 0 = ker dπ 1 ⊕ π ⋆ 1 (TP 1 ). To prove both claims there remains to determine the fibres of π 0 . From the diagram we see that the fibres π −1 0 ({m 0 , q}) = π −1 1 {m 0 } × π −1 h (q) . Recall that Z = P × S 1 N 0 , where P is the tensor product of the polarisations of M 0 and P 2n+1 . e la er corresponds to the circle fibration S 1 ֒→ S 4n+3 p h − − → P 2n+1 . As p −1 h (P 1 ) ≃ S 3 , the identification being equivariant when S 3 is acted on by S 1 with quotient P 1 , the claim follows.
Remark 4.6. More generally, in the above statement one can replace the Hopf fibration by the twistor fibration of any quaternion Kähler manifold of positive scalar curvature.
Remark 4.7. From eorem 4.3 (ii) and Proposition 4.5 we obtain examples of conformal submersions from G 1 structures, namely π 0 : (Z, h, I) −→ M 0 × HP n . Note that here the canonical variation is taken w.r.t. the distribution D 1 + ⊕ D 2 + tangent to the fibres of π 0 . Moreover, the almost Hermitian structure induced by (h, I) on the fibres is Kähler. 4.3. Kähler metrics with constant scalar curvature. Let (Z, g, J) be obtained by the Weinstein construction from (N, M, L). We compute itsRicci form ρ g = g(Ric J·, ·) whilst keeping in mind that Z is a twist as described in Proposition 3.13. e Ricci form of (g N , J N ) will be denoted by ρ N and the Laplacian of g N by ∆ N .
Proposition 4.8. We have
. en Υ has constant norm w.r.t. g and moreover, using (iii) in Lemma 3.7 we have
Recall that according to the definitions N ) . Using the transformation formula:
by using once more (iii) in Lemma 3.7 and that −ρ M = dα M , −ρ N = dα N . To prove the claim on ρ g there remains to determine α N (K N ). is is a standard argument, as follows; from
where the commutator of a 2-form α and a p-form η on N is the p-form defined by:
On the other hand, Proof. From the general formula K N ρ N = 1 2 d∆ N z N and because we have chosen z N > 0, from (ii) in Proposition 4.8 we get 1 2 ∆ N z N = Λz N − c where the constant c = Λ N z N > 0. Taking further m = 1 we get
e desired examples is obtained by choosing g M such that scal M = 4c; this corresponds to a complex projective line P 1 . en scal g = (2n + 4)Λ.
Remark 4.10. Also note that ρ g = Λω g +cπ ⋆ ω M +(dJ d) ln z hence g is not an Einstein metric. By the Bando-Mabuchi theorem ( [BM] ) the Kähler class [ω g ] does not contain Einstein metrics. Indeed a csck-metric is unique up to biholomorphism in a given Kähler class. 4.4. Hermitian geometry on Z. By (ii) in Proposition 3.17 that the almost complex structure I given by I = −J on D + , I = J on D − is integrable and orthogonal w.r.t. metric g of Z.
In this section we show that I admits at least two types of compatible Riemannian metrics with distinguished geometric properties. Some of these metrics are conformal with the Kähler metric g. e problem of finding conformal metrics with different or equal special holonomies w.r.t. different complex structures was already discussed in the literature, e.g. [CN] , [MMP] . Recall now: Let
e Hermitian structure (−ϕ ′ (z)) − n−1 m+n−1 Ω ϕ , I is balanced non-Kähler if n ≥ 2 and Kähler if n = 1.
Proof. e proof follows in fact by direct computation, from the structure equations of the foliation D + . However, to illustrate how these structures were found consider the Hermitian structure (α, I) given by 
At the same time, taking into account the vanishing of (ω + ) i , i ≥ n + 1, respectively (ω − ) j , j ≥ m + 1, shows that
e balanced equation dα ∧ α n+m−2 = 0 reads thus (n − 1)BC = mAD or equivalently
Elementary considerations show that B = z −1 A − n−1 m ϕ(z) and A m+n−1 m = −ϕ ′ (z) where ϕ > 0 and ϕ ′ < 0. Clearly dα = 0 if and only if C = D = 0, which corresponds to ϕ ′′ = 0. When n = 1 we have dz ∧ ω + = 0 hence the balanced equation reduces to D = 0. Equivalently dα = 0 and it straightforward to check that A = −ϕ ′ , B = z −1 ϕ.
As far as the conformal class of the metric g is concerned this yields:
Corollary 4.13. e Hermitian structure (z − 2m m+n−1 g, I) is balanced non-Kähler if n ≥ 2 and Kähler if n = 1.
Proof. Take ϕ(z) = z −1 in Proposition 4.12.
Remark 4.14. Balanced metrics (also known as semi-Kähler in Gray-Hervella's classification, belonging to the class W 3 , [GH] ) appear naturally on some compact complex manifolds, e.g. on twistor spaces of conformally flat Riemannian manifolds, cf. [Mi] , [G, Proposition 11] ). Balanced metrics on twistor spaces are related to totally geodesic, holomorphic foliations of complex dimension m(m − 1) = dim(SO(2m)/U(m)). But these foliations are not homothetic. Our examples are thus of a different nature.
On the other hand, there exist compact complex manifolds which do not admit any compatible balanced metric. Such is the case of S 5 ×S 1 endowed with a natural complex structure which makes the projection onto P 2 holomorphic (see [F] ).
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Let (Z 2(m+n) , g, J), m + n ≥ 2, be a compact connected Kähler manifold endowed with a complex foliation F with tangent leaf distribution D + , dim C D + = n. We denote by D − the orthogonal complement of D + and assume that (5.1) D + is holomorphic and (5.2) D + is totally geodesic and homothetic with Lee form θ.
In this situation we show how to recover most of the data involved in the Weinstein construction.
Remark 5.1. If θ = 0 the distributions D ± are parallel w.r.t. ∇ g hence (Z, g, J) is locally a product of Kähler manifolds. erefore, we shall assume in the sequel that θ does not vanish identically on Z.
Because Z is compact Proposition 2.25 provides a holomorphic Killing vector field K with momentum map z > 0, that is K ω = dz. Moreover θ = dln z. If ζ := θ ♯ , then (5.3) Jζ = −z −1 K.
5.1.
e local splitting. We will now use the existence of K to obtain the full classification of complex foliations satisfying (5.1) and (5.2). We first need to set up some preliminaries. e form 1 z ω − is closed by (2.13) and thus, it defines a ray of cohomology classes R + c, where (5.4) c := [z −1 ω − ] ∈ H 1,1 (Z, R).
Remark 5.2. Assume that Z is compact. en
By using Stokes' theorem it follows that the cohomology class c does not vanish.
Definition 5.3. e ray defined above is called the twist class of the foliation F and is denoted Tw (F) .
In the rest of this section we work under the assumption that the twist class (5.5)
If this happens, one can choose the momentum map z in such a way that c ∈ H 2 (Z, Z). is assumption allows constructing, by Chern-Weil theory, a twist bundle for Z; this is a principal circle bundle S 1 ֒→ Q π Q − − → Z with c 1 (Q) = c and principal circle action denoted by (R Q λ ) λ∈S 1 . Remark 5.4. Were Z obtained by the Weinstein construction from M and N , the above Q coincides with the twist bundle of M × N , see Definition 3.5. Hence, as the twist construction is symmetric, see Remark 3.6, the twist of Z by Q is (M × N, J M × J N , z N g M + g N ). Our strategy will thus be to twist Z using the bundle Q and an appropriate c-Hamiltonian S 1 -action. e natural candidate for this action is the action of R on Z induced by the flow of K. However, two difficulties arise: (1) this flow is a priori not periodic, and (2) even in the periodic case, one has to show that the twist is smooth, i.e. the li ed circle action is free. To overcome them, we first construct a Riemannian metric on Q which would project on the twist in case the la er existed. is metric will be a local product, and the integrality of the twist class will force periodicity for the R-action li ed in a Hamiltonian way to the universal cover of Q. en treating the remaining issue amounts to understanding the geometry of the various group actions involved.
Choose a principal connection form Θ in Q with curvature form (5.6) − dΘ = π ⋆ Q (z −1 ω − ). Indicating with T Q the vector field tangent to the principal circle action on Q we have a direct sum decomposition:
where H := ker(Θ). Li ing the spli ing TZ = D + ⊕ D − to H allows decomposing
Consider the Riemannian metric g Q on Q given by
Remark 5.5.
e Riemannian metric g Q is geometrically obtained as follows:
(i) Consider the K-invariant metric on Z defined by g := g + + z −1 g − ; (ii) Twist g w.r.t. the principal connection Θ and Hamiltonian vector field K to obtain g Q . Observe that at this stage, the construction does not require periodic orbits of the flow.
Whenever U ∈ TZ we indicate with U H its horizontal li to H w.r.t. the spli ing (5.7). Let
Purely algebraic considerations show that (5.9) g Q (ξ Q , ξ Q ) = 1, g Q (ξ Q , H) = 0, g Q (H + , H − ) = 0.
In this section we mainly study the properties of the g Q -orthogonal spli ing (5.10) TQ = (span{ξ Q } ⊕ H − ) ⊕ H + .
Eventually this will turn out to be parallel w.r.t. the Levi-Civita connection ∇ g Q of the metric g Q (see eorem 5.10).
Lemma 5.6. We have
Proof. (i) is due to L T Q Θ = 0.
(ii) By (i) it suffices to check that L K H g Q = 0. Since K ∈ D + is Killing it must preserve the gorthogonal distributions D ± , hence L K g + = L K g − = 0. Clearly L K z = L K x = 0. In addition, from Θ(K H ) = 0, K ω − = 0 and (5.6) we get L K H Θ = 0 by means of Cartan's formula. All tensors involved in the definition of g Q are thus K H -invariant and the claim is proved.
(iii) follows algebraically from the definition of g Q .
Proposition 5.7. e distribution H + is totally geodesic w.r.t. g Q .
Proof. By (5.6) we get
are vector fields on Z. Pick V, W ∈ D + and X ∈ H. Using successively equations (5.9), (5.11) and the integrability of D + direct computations based on Koszul's formula give
Using successively that g Q (ξ Q , H + ) = 0 together with the fact that ξ Q is a Killing vector field with g Q (ξ Q , ·) = Θ we get
where the last equality is granted by (5.6), and the proof is complete.
by using successively the structure equation (2.12) and (5.6). e claim follows from θ = z −1 dz. (iii) Let U 1 , U 2 be sections of span{ξ Q } ⊕ H − . SinceΩ is closed we have dΩ(U 1 , U 2 , ·) = 0. A er expansion taking into account that U 1 Ω = U 2 Ω = 0 (see (i)) this yieldsΩ([U 1 , U 2 ], ·) = 0 and the claim follows by using again (i).
Consider the universal cover Q π Q − − → Q equipped with the Riemannian metric g Q := π ⋆ Q g Q . eorem 5.10. Let Z be compact. e Riemannian manifold ( Q, g Q ) splits as
where ( P , g P ) and ( N , g N ) are simply connected and complete. In addition:
(i) ( P , g P ) is Sasakian, with Reeb vector field ξ P given by the li of ξ Q to Q, contact form η P = π ⋆ Q (Θ) and contact distribution induced by H − (ii) ( N , g N ) is Kähler, with Kähler form ω N = π ⋆ QΩ . e li K N of K H to Q is a holomorphic and Hamiltonian vector field on N , with momentum map z N given by the li of z • π Q to Q.
Proof. By Propositions 5.7 and 5.9, the distributions appearing in the spli ing (5.10) are totally geodesic and g Q -orthogonal, hence parallel w.r.t. ∇ g Q . Since ( Q, g Q ) is simply connected and complete the claim in (5.12) follows from the de Rham spli ing theorem. For further use record that π ⋆ Q (span{ξ Q } ⊕ H − ) is tangent to P whilst π ⋆ Q H + is tangent to N . (i) e form Θ vanishes on H + ; whenever U is a section of H + we have L U Θ = 0 by using Cartan's formula, (5.6) and the vanishing of ω − on D + . erefore η P := π ⋆ Q Θ is a 1-form on P , which does not depend on N . Since g P (ξ P , ·) = η P it follows that ξ P is a vector field on P which does not depend on N .
en Lemma 5.6, (ii) ensures that ξ P is a unit length Killing vector field. e distribution D P := ker(η P ) is the li to T P of H − . From (5.6) we have dη P = g P (ϕ·, ·) where ϕ(ξ P ) = 0, ϕ |D P = J P and J P is the li to D . is follows from (5.11) and N J (V, W ) = 0. We have showed that (g N , J N ) is Kähler.
Restricting L K H g Q = 0 to H + shows that K N is a Killing vector field w.r.t. g N . at K N is Hamiltonian w.r.t. ω N (and hence holomorphic w.r.t. g N ) follows from K H Ω = π ⋆ Q (K ω + ) + K H (π ⋆ Q (dz) ∧ Θ) = π ⋆ Q dz = d(π ⋆ Q z). Here we have taken into account the definition ofΩ (see Lemma 5.8) as well as dz(K) = Θ(K H ) = 0.
Lemma 5.11. Iso( Q, g Q ) ≃ Iso( P , g P ) × Iso( N , g N ).
where Γ a = Γ/ a . Note that π 1 (Z) = Γ a , as entailed by the construction of a. Record that the following diagram is commutative:
where p Q : Q −→ Z is the canonical projection. By [MO, Proposition 1.9] ,
is a covering space, therefore the universal cover of Z. is relates to the de Rham spli ing of ( Q, g Q ) as follows. From eorem 5.10
where the free G A -action on P × N is induced by t ∈ R → R P t × R N t ; moreover having P polarising the Kähler manifold ( M , g M , J M ) (see Proposition 5.13, (iv)), ( N , g N , J N )-Kähler and G A ⊆ Iso( N , g N ) Hamiltonian (see Proposition 5.13 (i)) make it possible to endow Z with the Kähler structure ( g, J ) coming from the Weinstein construction.
Lemma 5.14. We have:
(i) π Z is isometric and holomorphic, π ⋆ Z g = g, (dπ Z ) J = J(dπ Z ).
(ii) Γ a ⊆ Aut( Z, J ).
Proof. (i) Let H be the li of H to Q. Since π Q is a local isometry, on H we have π ⋆ Q g Q |H = g Q | H .
But g Q |H = g + + z −1 g − , and g Q | H = g + + z −1 g − , where z := z • π Q . As dπ Q ( H ± ) = H ± , we find π ⋆ Q g ± = g ± and hence π ⋆ Z g = g.
As for the holomorphy of π Z , recall from eorem 5.10 that D ± = dp Q ( H ± ) and D ± = dπ Q (H ± ). Since J comes from the Weinstein construction, the projections π Q and π Q are transversally holomorphic, i.e. they are holomorphic on H and H. e commutativity of diagram (5.15) then proves the claim.
(ii) Follows form the holomorphy of π Z : ( Z, J ) −→ (Z, J) by using that π Z is a local diffeomorphism, invariant under the action of Γ a .
Let
Aut( P , g P , η P ) := {f ∈ Iso( P , g P ) : f ⋆ η P = η P } be the group of contact automorphisms of the Sasakian manifold ( P , g P , η P ). e proof of the following Lemma is straightforward. (ii) Consider the Sasakian manifold ( P = M × R, η P = dt + α M , g P = η P ⊗ η P + g M ) (in [A, p. 368 ] the contact manifold ( M × R, dt + α M ) is called contactification). e map ε : G M −→ Aut( P , g P , η P ) is a well defined group isomorphism. ε(f )(m, t) = (f (m), a f (m) + t).
is makes explicit the action of G M on P , by automorphisms of the Sasakian structure. We prove now that the action of Γ = π 1 (Q) on Q splits according to (5.12).
Proposition 5.16. W.r.t. the decomposition (5.12) the action of Γ splits as a product action Proof. e action of Γ and R Q t on Q commute. Moreover, both actions split with respect to (5.12), and hence the actions of Γ and R Q t on each factor must commute. erefore on the factor N , Γ acts as a subgroup of the centraliser C Iso( N ,g N ) (G A ). Similarly, Γ acts on P as a subgroup of Iso( P , g P ) commuting with the Reeb flow (R P t ). Since an isometry which preserves the Reeb field of a Sasakian structure preserves the contact form and the transverse complex structure too, (5.16) is proven. e Reeb flow (R P t ) is regular by Proposition 5.13 (iii), thus elements in Aut( P , g P , η P ) project onto elements in Aut( M , g M , J M ), hence (5.17).
Based on the above, we can prove the main global result of this section: eorem 5.17. Let Z be a compact Kähler manifold endowed with a totally geodesic, holomorphic and homothetic foliation. Assume the cohomology class c in (5.4) is integral. en the universal cover Z with the pulled-back Kähler structure is either (i) obtained from the Weinstein construction or satisfies (ii) π ⋆ Z (c) = 0 and Z = M × N where M , N are simply connected complete Kähler manifolds with ω M exact; the Kähler structure on Z is given by the local Weinstein construction in Section 3.3. e fundamental group π 1 (Z) acts on Z as in (5.17). In particular, if Z is simply connected, then it is obtained by the Weinstein construction.
Proof. (i) corresponds to ord(a) = p, in which case G A is topologically a circle, see Lemma 5.12 (iii), and the result is proved by the considerations above. e Kähler form and the complex structure on M × N are then given by (3.14) . e action of π 1 (Z) on M × N is described in Proposition 5.16. Note that the metric on M is complete because the metric on P is complete and P −→ M is a Riemannian submersion.
Remark 5.18. However, not even in case (ii) of eorem 5.17 Z itself is necessarily constructible from the Weinstein Ansatz. e obstruction is that from (5.17) one cannot deduce that Γ splits as a product Γ M × Γ N with Γ M respectively Γ N acting trivially on N respectively M . We provide below an example for this situation.
Example 5.19. Examples of group actions as in Proposition 5.16 can be obtained from stable bundles over Riemann surfaces as follows. Let Σ be a Riemann surface of genus at least 2 and fundamental group Γ. Let E → Σ be a stable vector bundle over Σ of rank r+1. en the projectivisation P(E) can be identified (see [K, eorem 2.7] ) with ( Σ×P r )/Γ, modulo a representation ρ of Γ in PU(r+1) (here Σ is the universal cover of Σ). Explicitly, this action reads: ( s, [z])γ = ( sγ, ρ(γ) −1 [z]).
Remark 5.20.
(i) In case C Iso( N ,g N ) (G A ) ⊆ Aut( N , J N ) the quotient ( M × N)/Γ is a locally product Kähler orbifold which, in general, is not globally a product of two Kähler orbifolds. (ii) In case the action of C Iso( N ,g N ) (G A ) on N has fixed points an argument similar to that in Proposition 5.13 (ii) shows that Γ acts freely on P . (iii) Since M is simply connected it is well known that the projection map Aut( P , g P , η P ) −→ Aut( M , g M , J M ) is surjective. , R E-mail address: lornea@fmi.unibuc.ro E-mail address: liviu.ornea@imar.ro
